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France’s Interests in Africa

• In 1950 the colonial empire 
represented 60% of French 
external trade with a near 
monopoly position

• France possesses a 20% share 
of some markets of Africa, 
France external trade 1% while 
absorbing 25% of exports  



France’s Interests in Africa

• The overall Africa share of 
French exports has fallen from 
8.7% in 1970 to 5% in 2003, 
with Africa providing France 
with 4% of its imports.

• Africa contributes a fourth of 
France‟s trade surplus (half 
from the Franc Zone alone). 



France and China

• “On 27 January 1964, France was the „first big 
Western country‟ to recognize the People‟s 
Republic of China”

• Footnote adds “This claim made by the official 
website of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
is untrue unless the UK is considered as an 
irrelevant Western country (London recognized 
Beijing in 50), but fits in with myth-building on 
French-Chinese relations”



France and China

• “The recognition of the People‟s Republic of 
China on 27 January 1964 marked the starting 
point for official relations between the People‟s 
Republic of China and France.”

-from the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs



France and China Quote

• “The manner in which French decision makers 
perceive China deserves closer scrutiny because 
their appreciation of its rise mirrors the 
perception of French decline, both economically 
and at the level of its international influence. “



France and China

• While competition is fierce in some sectors 
(energy and construction), the relative 
specialization of current exports (textiles, 
electrical, and electronic equipment,  leather 
shoes) does not cast a shadow over French trade



French Military in Africa
• Chad 1986: sent troops 

after Libyan invasion, 
still maintains outpost

• Rwanda 1996: France 
denies Pres. Kagame
claim that France 
supported those 
responsible for genocide. 

• Ivory Coast 2002: 
Permanent military base 
after troops sent after 
rebels tried to overthrow 
President Gbagbo



French Military Concerns

• Chinese exports of heavy weaponry to Africa 
competing with French weaponry

• Nuclear ambitions of Angola & Algeria

• Concern for intellectual property of technology 
taken by Chinese industry



Quote

• When President Chirac‟s foreign minister, 
Dominique de Villepin, made his speech 
breaking with Washington over Iraq at the 
United Nations in February 2003, African 
delegates were the first to congratulate him. This 
was an apt illustration of one of the last 
international levers at the disposal of France, it‟s 
capacity to get support for some proposals from 
a great majority of the 53 African votes.



Critical Question

• Western companies are compelled to align 
themselves with norms on account of pressure 
from Western NGOs and public opinion, which 
isn‟t the case with Chinese companies. 

What recourse do European competitors have in 
the Chinese „victory of vice over virtue‟?


